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Colt Technology Services has 
agreed a ten-year strategic 
partnership with Accedian. Through 
the partnership, Accedian Skylight 
will deliver analytics and a 
performance foundation for the 
entire service architecture of the Colt 
IQ Network with the goal of 
empowering Colt’s enterprise 
customers with real-time visibility 
and assurance to optimise their 
digital experiences. The Colt IQ 
Network is enabling the intelligent 
enterprise, with smart data centre 
and enterprise connectivity solutions 
that deliver exceptional application 
performance, availability and return 
on investment. Accedian Skylight 
powers the assured experience of 
those connectivity services. 
 
“Colt’s vision is to become the most 
customer-oriented business in our 
industry,” said Robin Farnan, EVP of 
operations and engineering at Colt. 
“This partnership marks the 
continuation of a journey which will 
deliver exceptional customer 
performance monitoring and the 
ability to augment Colt’s operational 
systems with real-time performance 
data. Equally important is the 
capability to offer bespoke customer 
insights, supporting our customers 
in their own digital evolution.” 
 
Dion Joannou, the chief executive of 
Accedian, added: “Colt is leading 
the transformation in intelligent cloud 
and data centre connectivity 
services around the globe. It is truly 

at the forefront of enabling 
enterprises with the most agile, high-
quality digital connections available 
and dynamic networks need a 
dynamic promise of assurance. We 
are extremely proud that our very 
long-standing partner, Colt, has 
entrusted the quality and 
performance of the Colt IQ Network 
to Accedian Skylight.” 

Colt selects Accedian Skylight as 
performance visibility provider

M1, a network 
operator in 
Singapore, has 
selected Amdocs’ 
Openet charging 
and data 
management 
products. The aim 
is to accelerate the 
digital 
transformation 
programmes on 
Microsoft Azure. 
The Amdocs 

Openet cloud-native system will support 
M1’s hyper-personalised offerings by 
enabling M1 to offer, manage and 
monetise a wide range of digital and 5G 
services. In addition, Amdocs will also 
provide the real-time usage data for M1’s 

customers to further tailor their digital 
experience. 
 
“To remain competitive, it is imperative for 
M1 to increase our relevance to our 
customers and redefine customer 
experience. Our new brand identity, 
supported by a full digital transformation is 
a testament of our commitment to our 
customers and innovation,” said Nathan 
Bell, chief digital officer at M1. “With the 
help of our partners, we are focused on 
future proofing our technology 
infrastructure to advance Singapore’s 
digital economy while delivering real value 
to our customers.” 
 
Anthony Goonetilleke, the group president 
of media, network and technology at 
Amdocs, added: “With Amdocs Openet 

charging and data management products, 
M1 will be able to harness the power of 5G 
by managing and monetising a wide range 
of digital and 5G services and bring new 
experiences to life for its customers. We 
look forward to working with M1 on its 
transformation journey.”  
 
Yousef Khalidi, the corporate vice president 
of Azure for Operators at Microsoft, said: 
“Through our work with Amdocs, we aim 
to develop and deliver services to 
accelerate CSPs’ transformation to the 
cloud. Together with Amdocs Openet 
solutions, M1 will gain access to a cloud-
native, open and dynamic portfolio of 
digital services that will give them faster 
time to market and higher agility to meet 
the evolving needs of customers.” 

M1 to accelerate digital transformation with Amdocs’ Openet Azure-based system

Subex has launched HyperSense, an end-to-end 
augmented analytics platform designed to help 
enterprises make faster, better decisions by using 
artificial intelligence (AI) across the data value chain. 
Based on Subex’s extensive data analytics 
experience, HyperSense’s no-code capabilities 
allow users without a knowledge of coding to easily 
aggregate data from disparate sources, turn data 
into insights by building, interpreting and tuning AI 
models, and to share their findings across the 
organisation. 
 
HyperSense also includes a number of pre-built 
analytics use cases in marketing, finance and 
technology verticals for enterprises to deliver ultra-
fast results. In addition, customers can use the 
HyperSense platform to build their own tailor-made, 
AI-powered analytics applications. The cloud-native 
platform can be integrated with existing data 
management infrastructures or implemented as a 
standalone, plug-and-play data analytics solution. 
 
“Most enterprises struggle to implement AI with 
business value at its centre,” said Suresh Chintada, 
the chief technology officer of Subex. “Instead, AI 
initiatives are driven by data science teams, with little 
alignment between the priorities of business and IT. 
We developed HyperSense to address this; it gives 
organisations more autonomy, wider access to AI 
and machine learning, and puts more power into the 
hands of business users.”

Subex launches HyperSense  
augmented analytics platform 
to speed AI adoption 

Robin Farnan, Colt Technology Services 

Dion Joannou, Accedian

Anthony Goonetilleke, 
Amdocs 



CSG has announced a multi-year extension 
to its long-standing relationship with MTN 
South Africa. As part of the agreement, 
CSG is advancing and enhancing MTN’s 
digital ecosystem, including migration of 
MTN’s enterprise and consumer customers 
to a new end-state systems architecture that 
will drive future growth and enable rapid 
delivery of innovative products and services. 
 
“MTN is at the forefront of a technological 
revolution, driving innovation that is 
reshaping mobile experiences in South 
Africa,” said James Kirby, the head of CSG’s 
EMEA business. “We look forward to 
continuing this iterative journey with MTN 
and executing on our strategy to digitally 
transform their business.” 
 
Engaged with the communications service 
provider for more than a decade, CSG has 

led the 
continued 
transformation 
of MTN’s 
systems.  
 
“Continuous 
investment in 
advanced 
technology is 
critical to MTN delivering a superior 
customer experience, while providing the 
agility needed to foster growth and 
innovation in today’s digital economy,” 
added Phinda Ncala, an information 
technology executive at MTN South Africa. 
“As our trusted technology provider for well 
over a decade, we work with CSG to help 
lead our digital evolution and accelerate our 
journey to becoming a fully digitalised 
operator.” 

MTN extends deal with CSG to 
advance digital ecosystem 

MATRIXX 
Software, a 
global provider in 
5G monetisation 
for the 
communications 
industry, 
announced it has 
partnered with 
Australia’s TPG 
Telecom. TPG 
Telecom operates 
a number of 
mobile and 
internet brands 
including 
Vodafone, TPG, 

iiNet, AAPT, Internode and Lebara, 
providing consumers with a comprehensive 
portfolio of fixed and mobile products in the 
Australian telecoms market. 
 
With a goal to improve experience 
immediately while laying the foundation for 
future innovation, TPG Telecom selected the 
MATRIXX Digital Commerce Platform to 
build a flexible, agile service capable of 
delivering real-time innovation to meet 
ever-shifting consumer demand. “The 
investments we make are designed to 

provide immediate benefit to our customers 
today, with an eye towards how we can 
unlock new opportunities tomorrow,” said 
Rob James, the group chief digital and 
information officer of TPG Telecom. “Delivering 
improved value for our shareholders is 
essential for our success and the MATRIXX 
platform will enable us with the ability to 
rapidly innovate and experiment with new 
monetisation models across all of our brands.” 
 
With the first phase completed, MATRIXX is 
now live for Vodafone branded prepaid 
services. Later phases of the transformation 
programme will see TPG Telecom migrating 
mobile postpaid rating across its portfolio of 
brands, in addition to MVNO, wholesale and 
enabling standalone 5G charging. 
 
“We are thrilled to be able to help bring TPG 
Telecom’s vision of improved commercial 
agility and greater customer experience,” 
said Glo Gordon, MATRIXX’s CEO. “Helping 
to transform how TPG Telecom monetises 
today, while giving them a powerful and 
highly configurable monetisation platform for 
their future innovation, speaks to the core of 
what we do best empowering our customers, 
so that they can empower theirs.” 

TPG Telecom deploys MATRIXX Software to enable 
multiple brands on a single platform 

Netcracker Technology has 
been selected by global satellite 
operator Telesat to implement its 
cloud-native digital OSS/BSS 
software suite in support of Telesat’s 
latest technology offering, Telesat 
Lightspeed. The low earth orbit 
(LEO) satellite network, Telesat 
Lightspeed, will bring high-capacity, 
secure, reliable and affordable 
broadband connectivity with low 
latency to enterprise and government 
markets around the world.  
 
The partnership includes 
deployment of Netcracker Digital 
BSS and Digital OSS on Telesat’s 
hybrid cloud infrastructure. 
Netcracker will provide products 
including: Converged Charging and 
Rating; Product Catalogue; 
Configure, Price, Quote; Partner 
Lifecycle Management; Customer 
Billing Management and Active 
Mediation from Netcracker Digital 
BSS, and Active Resource 
Inventory, Service Quality 
Management, Service Orchestration 
and Configuration Management 
from Netcracker Digital OSS. 

Netcracker wins 
Telesat OSS/BSS deal

James Kirby, CSG

lifecell, an operator in Ukraine and 
part of the Turkcell Group, has 
signed a multi-year services renewal 
agreement with Optiva. The 
renewal allows lifecell to use 
Optiva’s revenue and customer 
management solution to launch new 
offerings, expand its markets, 
increase service levels and roll-out 
5G across multiple geographic 
locations in the future. 
 
lifecell, which operates in one of the 
fastest-growing communications 
markets, serves a base of 8.1 
million, three-month active 
customers, representing 
approximately 70% of Turkcell 
subsidiary revenues. The operator 
has partnered with Optiva since 
2006, and its renewal provides for 
the enhancement of the Optiva Gold 
product offering for increased 
innovation, including new revenue 
streams and specific use cases that 
will support lifecell’s 5G journey. 

lifecell agrees multi-
year Optiva renewal 

C O N T R A C T  N E W S
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Glo Gordon, Matrixx Software
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I N T E R V I E W

Big data is now a business essential but it’s analytics that delivers the insights that 
have the potential to reduce cost across the data value chain, powered by 
automation, autonomy, comprehensiveness and faster innovation cycles. Traditional 
analytics is slow-moving, demands specialist data science skills and leaves many 
potential benefits undiscovered in the slew of organisational data. The augmented 
analytics approach enables personnel who are not data scientists to analyse data via 
simplified searching that can use natural language or even voice. 
 
This democratisation of analytics is opening up organisations’ data to a wider range 
of people than ever before, enabling them to mine data and find valuable insights 
and points of action within it. To accelerate and empower organisations with tools to 
achieve augmented analytics, Subex has launched HyperSense, its platform which, 
based on the company’s extensive data analytics experience, enables non-specialist 
users to easily aggregate data from disparate sources and turn it into insights by 
building, interpreting and tuning AI models and then share their findings across the 
organisation. 
 
Vinod Kumar, the chief executive of Subex, tells George Malim, the managing editor 
of VanillaPlus, that HyperSense’s no-code capabilities are opening up new 
opportunities for the telecoms industry and empowering them through the provision 
of one flexible and modular augmented analytics platform 

George Malim: What are the key challenges that 
communications service providers (CSPs) face 
today in artificial intelligence (AI) adoption in 
data analytics? 
 
Vinod Kumar: Business leaders, particularly CXOs are 
well-aware that the application of artificial intelligence and 
machine learning in decision analytics promises value. 
We are already seeing real outcomes from hyperscalers 
that report tangible value. In the telecoms industry, AI is 
touted as a game-changer across the data value chain 
and many CSPs have embarked on programmes to 
enable AI and machine learning (ML) in finance, human 
resources, marketing and other functions. However, 
these projects are often disconnected, implemented in a 
piecemeal way, driven by a specific function or a 

department. What’s missing is an overarching strategy 
that enables consistent adoption of AI and ML for 
decision analytics, which is something that nimble, 
digital-native hyperscalers are well-seasoned at. 
 
The non-availability of data for AI-driven decision analytics 
is another barrier. CSP infrastructure in its current form is 
a mix of both legacy and modern systems, which means 
data resides in silos. Moreover, the word ‘transformation’ 
for CSPs is typically appended to large projects – and the 
technology stack is often limited. This is in contrast to 
how hyperscalers work. There, we see agility because 
their data and systems reside in cloud. For them, 
experimentation is iterative and rapid. When proven, it is 
adopted and scaled immediately, supported by state-of-
the art technology stacks.  

Augmented analytics 
democratises data insights

SPONSORED INTERVIEW

▲



Finally, one of the most pertinent challenges with AI is 
attracting talent. Finding the right combination of skills – 
domain expertise, tech knowledge, data science 
professionals – is a huge ask. These challenges become 
more pressing as 5G roll-outs gather momentum. 
Competition will intensify when 5G use cases hit the 
market. Telecoms really needs to transform from within if 
CSPs are to compete effectively, maintain margins, grow 
revenue, and gain a larger share of the pie.  
 
GM: Why has Subex developed and launched the 
HyperSense platform? How does it help address the 
gap between the promise of AI and the realities 
on the ground that CSPs face? 
 
VK: When we set out to build HyperSense, we were 
inspired by the opportunities that existed thanks to 
intense digital transformation and the potential of 5G. We 
saw it as a great opportunity for the telecoms industry to 
re-examine their entire data analytics stack and identify 
how this can unlock unprecedented value. That was the 
vision behind HyperSense.  
 
One thing we see is that the real users of platforms have 
the business understanding of data and the cultural 
understanding of the use cases, but lack the expertise of 
data scientists. The idea was to build a platform that 
makes users autonomous. While data scientists can build 
phenomenal models and algorithms, solving business 
problems requires business understanding – and this is 
the gap that HyperSense bridges by being a completely 
no-code platform. In giving users end-to-end control, it 
empowers them to innovate and experiment rapidly.  
 
Secondly, HyperSense is a unified AI orchestration 
platform. It supports every single step in the data-to-
action lifecycle right from ingesting different kinds of data 
and prepping it for AI-driven analytics. With HyperSense, 
CSPs can build and deploy ML models, combine these 
models with rules, heuristics and statistical techniques. 
This raises infinite possibilities for data analytics journeys 
around decision-making, classification, forecasting, and 
contract reading, to name a few examples.  
 
The application of AI doesn’t stop here. HyperSense also 
gives AI-augmented support when consuming the output 
of these models through dashboards and reports, using 
natural language querying and natural language 
generation-based insights. This is another way by which 
the platform really helps make sense of data. Finally, it 
delivers extreme automation of workflows and processes, 
which dramatically reduces time-to-action.  
 
When envisioning HyperSense, we wanted to give CSPs 
the freedom to control how they deploy it and choose 

their preferred environments. Keeping this in mind, 
HyperSense is designed as a completely Kubernetes-
native platform and can be deployed on-premises or in 
public, private and hybrid cloud environments. This 
directly gives CSPs the ability to scale AI transformation 
by bringing in flexibility and autonomy via robust AI-based 
decision analytics.  
 
GM: One of the issues that the telecoms industry 
has with AI is trusting the technology. How can 
HyperSense help CSPs develop greater trust 
in AI?  
 
VK: A foundational pillar of Subex’s vision is to be a 
world leader in enabling trust within digital ecosystems – 
and this is evident in how HyperSense works. There are 
specific capabilities built into the platform that gives users 
visibility into how data is used, accessed, and crunched 
so they can understand the decision outcomes of the 
model. Briefly, this includes a robust data ops platform 
that hosts data quality and data lineage controls. 
Explainable and ethical AI has also been codified into the 
system to address issues of bias in data as well as 
algorithms.  
 
This is relevant because that’s how AI-driven decision-
making works. For instance, handset sales is one of the 
key revenue streams for CSPs. When a machine learning 

VANILLAPLUS CEO GUIDE TO AUGMENTED ANALYTICS Q2 I 2021 7
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Vinod Kumar 
Subex
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▲

algorithm categorises a customer as 
'high risk' or 'low risk', it largely 
depends on the data used for 
training the model and its interaction 
with customers’ data. Based on the 
parameters, the ML algorithm will 
either make a 'sell' or 'no sell' 
decision. However, the black-box 
nature of these systems fails to 
explain the logic behind the decision. 
Due to changing data scenarios and 
the complexity of some parameters, 
the model results also drift. So, even 
when the decision is AI-driven, 
Subex recognises that humans need 
to understand the reason behind a 
particular decision. These granular 
levels of transparency and 
explainability are instrumented in 
HyperSense, inculcating deep trust 
in the technology. 
 
Finally, all of this is backed by a 
robust SecOps layer that ensures 
data is well protected, well-masked, 
and only made available to 
authorised personnel.  
 
GM: What makes HyperSense 
stand out from other 
augmented analytics 
platforms?  
 
VK: There is an art to designing 
products that can abstract 
complexity in a way that gives users 
autonomy. HyperSense does this in 
many ways: It handles the entire 
data ops to business ops journey. 
Being no-code means business 

I N T E R V I E W
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users can hit play right from the get-go without 
needing data science training. Moreover, Subex has 
been working with CSPs to solve their challenges for 
more than 25 years, and our rich analytics experience 
is encoded in HyperSense. It features a templatised 
library of pre-built use-cases, data pipelines, 
connectors, and more, that are ready-to-deploy, 
greatly accelerating innovation and experimentation.  
 
All of this really gives HyperSense an edge over the 
competition with a differentiated value proposition.  
 
GM: What are the main benefits of 
HyperSense? How do these benefits bring in 
new capabilities to the market for CSPs? 
 
VK: The promise of AI-enabled analytics is to gain 
competitive advantage – and this is what HyperSense 
delivers to CSPs. It helps them boost revenue and 
reduce cost across the data value chain, powered by 
automation, autonomy, comprehensiveness, and 
faster innovation cycles. 
 
HyperSense is also extremely composable and 
modular. In other words, it can be used to solve a 
specific business problem as well as drive large-scale 
transformation projects. Frictionless adoption is a key 
benefit we envisage, as users do not have to struggle 
to assemble different tools, therein amplifying their 
productivity and enabling timely action and decisions 
that are truly responsive and relevant.  
 
GM: Could you share some use cases that are 
telecom-specific where they can make use of 
HyperSense?  
 
VK: If we consider the scenarios where Subex has 
delivered substantial value in the last two decades, 
these centre around vast yet comprehensive and 
proven fraud detection and fraud management 

capabilities. We also have the best business 
assurance solution in the industry. All of these are now 
available out-of-the-box on HyperSense in addition to 
our upcoming partner lifecycle management solution.  
 
As I mentioned earlier, the goal with HyperSense is to 
empower CSPs to implement and scale AI enterprise-
wide for measurable return on investment. 
HyperSense is future-proof in that it can support use 
cases around 5G and IoT analytics like network slice 
management, quality of service, quality of experience, 
and more. Its features make it applicable to B/OSS 
systems spanning all telecoms functions right from 
sales and distribution, marketing and finance to 
network operations as well. 
 
GM: How does HyperSense fit in with the rest 
of Subex in terms of your products? Is this a 
new departure for the company or a logical 
progression of the company's heritage? 
 
VK: Subex is evolving from a predominantly product-
based company to a platform-centric one. Initially, our 
focus was on niche products that tackle fraud 
management and revenue assurance. Through 
internal innovation and acquisition, we have gained a 
unique position in the global market.  
 
We began seeing organisations reach out to us for our 
analytics expertise, requesting analytics-as-a-service 
offerings. So, the evolution to HyperSense – and its 
platform-centric differentiation – is quite organic for us. 
The vision is to grow further into a telecom ecosystem 
or marketplace partner fueled by joint collaboration. 
HyperSense is primed to reflect this vision as 
customers, developers, and startup communities can 
easily build their own use cases on the platform. In 
effect, we see HyperSense as both – a culmination of 
our expertise till now and the springboard to 
ecosystem fueled growth in future. www.subex.com
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A U G M E N T E D  A N A L Y T I C S  R E P O R T

Analyst firm Gartner was first to define augmented analytics in 
2017 and describes it as the use of enabling technologies such as 
machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) to assist with data 
preparation, insight generation and insight explanation to augment 
how people explore and analyse data in analytics and business 
intelligence (BI) platforms. These technical capabilities enable 
expert and non-specialist personnel, described by the firm as 
citizen data scientists, by automating many aspects of data 
science, machine learning and AI model development, 
management and deployment. 
 
The concept of citizen data scientists is important here because 
enabling citizens to perform analytical queries is a vital step to 
democratising access to insights. In addition, the cost of expert 
data scientists plus their relative lack of availability means it is not 
possible for most to gain in-depth analytical capabilities. Hence 
the need for augmentation of analytics. 
 
Significant progress has been made in the last three years towards 
enabling this greater democratisation and Gartner has report that 
in 2019 approximately 50% of analytical queries were generated 
via search, natural language processing (NLP), voice or were 
automatically generated. This simplification and momentum has 

Enterprises across the globe are drowning in data. There are lakes, warehouses, server farms and 
repositories that are full to bursting with data gathered from the digital processes of organisations. 
Within this are gold nuggets of transformational insights but too often these are the proverbial 
needles to be discovered in giant haystacks. Performing analytics is vital to uncover these nuggets 
and needles but data scientists are in short supply and the volume of data involved demands 
automated tools to be both quick enough to generate valuable insights and cheap enough to be 
viable at scale. Augmented analytics is a concept that has emerged to address this need, writes 
George Malim, the managing editor of VanillaPlus

Will augmented analytics 
unlock the value in your data?

▲
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resulted in augmented analytics becoming a 
dominant driver of new purchases of analytics and 
BI, data science and machine learning platforms, 
according to the firm. This is borne out by positive 
market projections that put substantial dollar figures 
on the global augmented analytics market. 
 
Research and Markets, for example expects the 
market to grow to US$18.4bn by 2023. Mordor 

Intelligence predicts the augmented analytics 
market will achieve a compound annual growth rate 
(CAGR) of 31.2% during the period 2021 -2026, 
stating that, with the dominance of business 
intelligence, augmented analytics solutions have 
been designed to facilitate automated insights that 
can be utilised to assess factors such as 
performance and overall brand health, identify growth 
opportunities and to determine a holistic understanding 
of how a brand fits into the marketplace. The firm 
has highlighted expected growth rates for regions 
across the world in Figure 1. Research firm, 
Technavio, which has been monitoring the 
augmented analytics market and projects similar 

growth. The firms says the market is poised to grow 
by US$17.44bn during 2020-2024, progressing at a 
CAGR of 30% during the forecast period. 
 
 
Why is augmented analytics needed? 
Organisations have invested heavily and embraced 
big data concepts and infrastructure. However, this 
was simply a plumbing phase to ensure data 
availability for analysis but the collection and 
storage of data is not the ultimate destination. Big 
data’s importance has been recognised and its role 
in decision making across a business is 
increasingly well understood but the sheer volume 
of data available to organisations is making 
effective interpretation a real challenge. According 
to Forrester Research, less than 0.5% of all data is 
ever analysed and used while just 12% of enterprise 
data is used to make decisions. This situation will 
only be exacerbated by the growth in IoT 
connected devices which is expected to generate 
79.4 zetabytes (ZB) of data across 41.6 billion 
devices, according to an IDC forecast. ▲

Figure 1: Augmented analytics market growth by region 2019-2024

Source: Mordor Intelligence
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According to Aberdeen Strategy and Research 
data, presented in Figure 2, only 13% of companies 
are able to always access information within the 
timeframe necessary to make data-driven 
decisions. Half of all companies in IT, retail and 
financial services, among other sectors, said their 
decision window has narrowed noticeably or 
substantially over the past two years. IT leaders 
need more information more quickly to make 
decisions and 58% of executives said that they 
need data in real-time in order to make decisions. 
 
A further challenge is that processes remain manual 
and prone to bias across the data value chain. This 
includes managing and preparing the data for 
analysis, building machine learning and AI models, 
interpreting the results, and making insights 
actionable. Using the current analytics approach, 
business users find the patterns they were expecting 
to see, and data scientists build and manage their 
own models. This results in exploring their own 
hypotheses, missing key findings, and interpreting 
conclusions incorrectly. This will adversely affect 
decisions, actions and outcomes. According to 
Forrester Research, only 29% of organisations are 
successful at connecting analytics to actions. 

According to Aberdeen Strategy and Research, a 
split is developing in the market because of this with 
some thinking that only the most technically-able 
and data-aware employees will be able to maximise 
the benefits of augmented analytics while others 
think empowering all users with tools to help them 
sift through data, while drawing on their business 
knowledge and experience, will achieve the same 
or better results. The firm’s research in Figure 3 
demonstrates how companies that have invested in 
augmented analytics capabilities are enjoying an 
elevated sense of user satisfaction in several key 
areas of their decision process. 
 
According to the research, those companies that 
have invested in augmented analytics have 
achieved: 
 
   •   23% greater year-on-year increase in  
       operational profit 
 
   •   31% greater year-on-year improvement in  
       employee retention 
 
   •   35% greater year-on-year increase in total  
       customers 

A U G M E N T E D  A N A L Y T I C S  R E P O R T

Always 

                         13% 

80% of the time or more often                   

                                                                 35% 

61% - 79% of the time 

                                       21% 

41% - 60% of the time 

                                            24% 

21% - 40% of the time 

              6% 

20% of the time or less often 

   1% 

Never 

   1% 

Figure 2: How often companies can access information within the timeframe necessary to make data-driven 
decisions (% of companies) 

Source: Aberdeen Strategy and Research 

▲
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End-to-end augmented analytics platforms are 
therefore demonstrating they can help enterprises 
make faster and better decisions by using artificial 
intelligence (AI) across the data value chain. 
Systems such as the recently launched HyperSense 
no-code, elastic, cloud native augmented analytics 
platform, from Subex, provide organisations with a 
platform upon which they can extend analytics 
capabilities throughout their organisations.  
 
 
Citizens can be scientists 
Systems such as this can turn a business’s citizens 
into data scientists because augmented analytics 
reduces dependencies on human skills by enabling 
plain language queries and abstraction of 
sophisticated and complex data management away 
from non-skilled users. Augmented analytics adds 
further value because it enables identification of 
hidden patterns in data while removing human bias. 
Augmented analytics has the potential to embed 
automated insights into enterprise software 
applications in an actionable manner, says the 
Institute of Engineering and Technology in a 
recent report. This is because, in theory, an 
augmented analytics engine can sift, cleanse, 

analyse and present the data ready for use by 
people or software mechanisms, transforming data 
into actionable information with minimal specialist 
human supervision. This has the potential to provide 
analytical insights to smaller corporate entities at 
lower costs, levelling the playing field between large 
and small organisations. 
 
Gartner also foresees continued growth of citizen 
data scientists. The analyst firm says that 
throughout 2020, the number of citizen data 
scientists will grow five times faster than 
professional data scientists. Citizen data scientists 
use augmented analytics tools to automatically 
identify data sets, develop hypotheses and identify 
data patterns. Businesses are looking to citizen 
data scientists to enable and scale data science 
capabilities. Gartner predicted in 2019 that by 2020, 
more than 40% of data science tasks would have 
been automated, resulting in increased productivity 
and broader use by citizen data scientists. Figure 4, 
from Subex, details the potential benefits of moving 
from a traditional analytics workflow to an 
augmented analytics workflow. 
 
  

Figure 3: How augmented analytics is driving internal and external efficiency

91%

65%

Speed of decision making 
 

Customer satisfaction 
 

Workforce productivity

% of Respondents “Improved” or “Substantially Improved”

Using Augmented Analytics           All Other Companies

Source: Aberdeen Group

85%

71%

80%

63%

▲
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Figure 4: The augmented analytics workflow compared to current workflow

Source: Subex

45% time spent in manual data 
preparation tasks such as data 
cleaning, profiling, cataloguing, etc.

Issue: Less time spent on 
productive tasks such as gaining 
insights from the data

34% time spent in data science 
tasks such as manual feature 
engineering, model selection, model 
training and deployment

Issue: Less time spent on model 
validation, testing, delivery and 
operationalisation

Current State of Analytics Workflow

Data 
Management

Data 
Science

Vs Data 
Visualisation

Vs

21% time spent on visualisation of 
data using interactive techniques 
such as filtering, pivoting, linking, 
grouping and user-defined calculation

Issue: Depends on user to interpret 
the result

50-80% data preparation and 
discovery time is reduced

Issue: Manual data preparation 
data quality and cataloguing

40% of data scientists’ time is 
reduced by automating data science 
tasks

Issue: Manual feature engineering 
and model building

Augmented Analytics Workflow

50% cycle time reduced from query 
to insights

Issue: Manual exploration of data 
using interactive visualisation

Solution: Automated data 
preparation using AI automation

Benefit: Increase in productivity 
and efficiency

Solution: Automate data science 
tasks such as auto generation of 
features and model (AutoML) and 
model management is augmented 
using AL/ML techniques

Benefit: Improves accuracy of the 
model and removes bias

Solution: Auto visualisation of 
relevant patterns and automates data 
insights through natural language 
processing (NLP)

Benefit: Faster insights from the 
data



Deployment decisions 
While not all organisations have integrated 
augmented analytics into their business intelligence 
strategy, many are assessing how they will do so. 
There are a number of important considerations 
here but deployment should not be undertaken in 
isolation. Becoming data-driven is an organisational 
as well as technical shift so appropriate training and 
support as well as incentivisation to fully-utilise all 
available tools should form part of the augmented 
analytics strategy. There are a series of actions that 
companies can take in preparation for modernising 
their business reporting. 
 
According to Aberdeen Strategy and Research, the 
top two actions that organisations have taken to 
bring reporting into the future are to invest in 
employee training and to deploy analytics in the 
cloud. The firm’s data has uncovered that 42% of 

organisations are already starting to improve the 
reporting and analytical skills of employees. Another 
38% of respondents have indicated they have 
deployed analytics in the cloud or a software-as-a-
service (SaaS) environment.  
 
The role cloud-based approaches take in enabling 
augmented analytics is set to account for a 
significant component of growth in uptake. Allied 

Market Research predicts in Figure 5  that cloud-
based deployment of analytics is set to show the 
greatest growth in augmented analytics take up in 
the period 2017-2025, in comparison to on-premise 
systems. The firm, in line with other predictions 
cited at the start of this report, valued the global 
augmented analytics market at US$4.09bn in 2017 
and it projects this will reach US$29.85bn by 2025, 
growing at a CAGR of 28.4% from 2018 to 2025. 
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Conclusion 
Augmented analytics automates the data insights by utilising machine learning and natural language 
generation for automating data preparation, data discovery and the sharing of insights. It is gaining so 
much attention, with new tools and systems coming to market both in the cloud and on-premise 
markets, because it embellishes and enables the basic big data ideals of harnessing the power of data 
to optimise business performance. By embedding artificial intelligence in business intelligence tools to 
make the analytics work easier for citizen data scientists and other non-skilled business users, 
augmented analytics has the potential to remove the obstacles to processing data and acting upon 
insights in near real-time. This frees up specialised data scientists from focusing on routine, repeated 
tasks and enables them to focus on specialised problems.  
 
In essence, business people can use augmented analytics capabilities to ask straightforward questions 
in plain language while data scientists can handle the more sophisticated queries, prioritising bringing 
the most relevant actionable insights to decision makers. They will spend less time exploring data, 
looking for patterns and insights as a consequence.  
 
This democratisation of analytics is a way to handle the shortage of data scientists but also to empower 
workers and take them with the organisation on its journey to becoming data-led in its decision making. 
Augmented analytics increases productivity, fosters awareness in enterprises of how to utilise growing 
streams of data from various sources in innovative ways and it makes work easier for citizen data 
scientists and business users.  

Figure 5: Global augmented analytics market by deployment type

On-premise

2025

Cloud

Source: Allied Market Research

2017
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H O T  L I S T

It’s free to be included in The Contract Hot List, which shows the companies announcing major contract wins and deployments. 
Email your contract details to us now, marked “Hot List” at hotlist@wkm-global.com 

Vendor/Partner   Client, Country Product/Service (Duration & Value) Awarded 
 
Amdocs                  Charter Communications, USA To deliver hosted and managed services to Spectrum Mobile, covering wide range of internet, TV, mobile and 
                               voice services through the Spectrum brand. 2,21 
 
Amdocs                  T-Mobile Systems, USA Multi-year deal to accelerate T-Mobile’s digital transformation and hybrid-cloud operations to deliver business 
                               growth, time-to-market agility, and operational efficiency for both existing and emerging services, including 5G. 2,21 
 
Amdocs                  A1 Telekom, Austria Modernise A1’s charging in Bulgaria, Croatia and North Macedonia, and its policy functions in some other countries. 2,21 
 
Amdocs                  Telefonica del Peru (Movistar) Multi-year deal that supports Movistar Perú’s wireless and wireline services for its consumer and corporate customers. 2,21 
 
Aria Systems           Worldline, France Deal allows for additional payment processing options and recurring payment capabilities for online businesses, 
                               to reduce fraud and failed transactions. 2,21 
 
BlackBerry              Motional Uses BlackBerry’s QNX Black Channel Communications to provide safe data communication exchanges within 
                               the vehicle’s safety systems. 2,21 
 
Ciena                      FPT Telecom, Vietnam Uses Ciena’s hardware and software to build resilient networks and manage rising residential broadband traffic 
                               driven by entertainment and smart home services in Vietnam. 2,21 
 
CommScope          Jupiter Telecommunications, Chooses CommScope’s XE4202 10G-EPON Remote OLT fiber node module to offer 10Gbps broadband to 
                               Japan residential and business broadband customers in Japan’s Kansai region. 2,21 
 
CSG                        Etihad Etisalat (Mobily), Multi-year extended alliance to use CSG’s line of revenue and customer management solutions to accelerate growth, 
                               Saudi Arabia introduce new products and services, and evolve customer experience through traditional and digital channels. 2,21 
 
Elisa Automate        Transtema Network, Sweden Deliver and integrate Elisa Automate’s Virtual NOC automation offering, in order to accelerate fault resolution, 
                               get more efficient and cut costs. 2,21 
 
Ericsson                  EVRAZ, Russia Ericsson and MTS provide EVRAZ’s Sheregeshskaya mine with a dedicated private network, by installing a 
                               commercial LTE/5G-ready private network built on the Ericsson Dedicated Networks solution. 2,21 
 
Ericsson                  Telefônica Brazil (Vivo), Brazil Signs six-year deal with Telefônica Brazil to deliver operational improvement, product agility and flexibility, and 
                               better digital interaction and experience. 2,21 
 
Ericsson                  du, United Arab Emirates Deal to deploy Ericsson’s 5G radio access network (RAN) products and offerings to help du to address new 
                               business opportunities and diverse 5G use cases. 2,21 
 
IDnow                     M-TRIBES Delivers mobility offerings using AI-based digital identification to provide legally required customer identifications 
                               quickly, reliably and in a user-friendly way. 2,21 
 
infiniDome               Israel Railways Deployment of GPS repeaters at more than 30 railway stations across Israel, to offer accurate, location-based 
                               service indoors at all locations for a new Israel Railways ticketing app. 2,21 
 
Netcracker              Bouygues Telecom, France Widens services alliance with Bouygues to support both fixed line and mobile service offerings, including 5G. 2,21 
Technology 
 
Nokia                      Deutsche Telekom, Germany Long-term alliance to transform the operator’s optical network into a service-centric platform to meet residential 
                               and Industry 4.0 requirements. 2,21 
 
Nokia                      Elisa Team on 5G private mobile offerings and market development to help Finnish enterprises accelerate digitalisation 
                               and adopt Industry 4.0 solutions to boost productivity. 2,21 
 
Nokia                      Globe Telecom, Phillipines Utilisation of Nokia’s 5G AirScale portfolio to build out a Radio Access Network (RAN), including base stations 
                               and other radio access products, to boost coverage and performance. 2,21 
 
Nokia                      A1 Telekom, Austria Nokia to provide comprehensive 5G coverage across the country in a multi-year contract awarded by A1 Austria. 2,21 
 
Plintron                   La Poste, Tunisia Integration to provide services for its mobile virtual network operator (MVNO) to ease recharge access for 
                               subscribers and facilitate new subscriptions. 2,21 
 
Qualcomm              Airtel, India Airtel to utilise Qualcomm 5G RAN platforms to roll-out virtualised and Open RAN-based 5G networks in a bid 
                               to explore and implement the O-RAN approach for the sub-continent. 2,21 
 
Siemens Mobility     RiVier To set up a countrywide, intelligent Mobility as a Service (MaaS) platform in The Netherlands. 2,21 
 
Skylo                       Beetel Operator is using Skylo’s Always-On machine connectivity across governments, enterprises and SMB 
                               environments in India. 2,21 
 
Volkswagen            Microsoft Setting up cloud-based Automated Driving Platform (ADP) on Microsoft Azure, in order to speed automated 
Group                     driving development. 2,21 
 
Vilicom                    Three Ireland Two-year agreement to provide improved network capabilities and connectivity for corporate customers 
                               throughout Ireland to deliver connectivity to the existing network during transitions from indoors and outdoors. 2,21 
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